New lot to solve parking problems

Temporary relief from the hundreds of parking problems occurs on the way after the Campus Planning Commission approved All Prof. John Holley’s request that a temporary parking lot be built across from Yosemite Hall.

The lot will create an additional 80 parking spaces and should cost around $11,000 to build, according to President Ford’s executive dean. “Construction should begin within the next three weeks,” said Ford, “after we have surveyed the area.”

The lot will be made up of gravel with a steel top as it sits in a field, according to Prof. Nisom, Allprofessor to the Planning Committee. The lot entrance will be from the S4 parking lot only. There will be no street extension, said Nisom, and there will be temporary lighting for security reasons.

Holley is expected to report that dorm residents voluntarily parked the property opening up spaces closer to campus for off-campus parking.

The new lot is “temporary” in that it will be used only for four to five years, said Nisom. The site will again choose a new home for the parking lot only after the old student parking area is torn up and in a new site approved for a new field.

Holley requested the temporary lot in a letter which Student Affairs Council continuously voted in evidence and read to Prof. Robert Kin- ch COMMAND meeting last week.

The letter stated that the President realizes the additional parking will bring only short-term relief to the parking shortage but is “touched for the long-term solutions to take ef-
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Letters

Smoking pollution mars concert

Editor:

Last Saturday night, during the Beverly-Hamilton concert, I and several thousand other people were subjected to a situation worse for me, "the smell that breaks the soul's back." Although the smokers held ashtrays in hand, pamphlets and posters proclaimed NO-SMOKING and non-smoking ordinaces were posted plainly in sight on the ticket line, of an altarish smell spiraled the crowd to the lights dimmed.

To the people attending the concert there is no need to describe the foul smelling pall of smoke which soon settled on the crowd. To those who did attend, I can assure you it was nearly unbearable.

There are several considerations which should be brought to the minds of citizens and industry who blindly ignore or the handily accommodate smokers in question.

I. Fire Hazard—Not as much for the wood benches and rooms based floor as for the clothes of others and the pans which any fire could create in a large crowd.

2. Destruction of property—Cigarette burns on the floor near the main surfing and may cause the wood beneath to black. The last time the floor was decorated it cost the church about $3,000.

3. Visibility is Obscured—Not only is there a visible haze associated with large amounts of smoke, but it also has a tendency to irritate eyes.

4. Health Hazard—The inadequacy of the ventilation system is the only factor which allowed the entire crowd, non-smokers and smokers alike, to be affected by the same hazards which enclosed in a smoke filled room, a finding recently reported by the U.S. Surgeon General.

5. Environmental unacceptability—It is ambiguous that someone could listen sympathetically to persons singing in the "preservation of man" and contribute to the pollution of the man's gym.

The answer to this problem does not include making our non-smoking concert committee run after smokers in the crowd. It does require a series of common courtesy on the part of individuals smoking attending future Cal Poly functions.

David Watts

Student echoes disillusionment

Editor:

I saw Earl Bombs speak last Thursday and what a bunch of useless crap. With Earl Bombs' agricultural policy and economics we are in for trouble. We as a student community had many questions to ask, but Secretary Bums didn't seem willing or very interested in listen to questions.

We have many problems in common. As consumers and workers of this country, this company was creating economic inequities effectively in foreign nations. The cost of production is simply too high to produce a quality product by a competitive price. As more manufactured items are bought from overseas, more U.S. currency is lost to foreign countries buying our nation's economy or foreign policy.

At present, the only question of our economy which has been asked in the last period of foreign policy is:

Security 54-1229

Ed Mendosa

Foreign imports affect prices

American agriculture. From ingenuity, initiative, and determination comes the God's rich brown earth even at the height of its productivity. Recently, these products are actively competing with the U.S. abode.
"My sun sets
to rise again"

Robert Browning

Photos by Scott Harrison
Outlining Singers—The Up With People cast show their spirit during a performance. Communicating with the audience using more than language, they try to involve everyone in the show.

La Casa de Wigs
To introduce you to our new spring line. Ask Gabler how cut wigs... This week only... show your ASL card, get 25% off on purchase of any wig, whether casual or formal. Don't know which to choose from the wide variety? Order a free style bulletin from your nearest store. Soft Touch by Eva Gabler 801.8163

S.A.M.'S
Thursday, January 8, 1979
5:00-8:00 P.M.
Open 8:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Good Food at Reasonable Prices
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
LUNCH SPECIALS
DINNER SPECIAL
Meetings & Banquet Room Available
203 MONTEREY BT.
544-6101

ELECTRONICS OR COMPUTER SCIENCE
B.S. OR M.S.
What's happening in Computer Controlled Test Systems? An extensive industrial presentation by the Division Engineer, Automatic Test Systems for sensors in electronics and computer science. Faculty members interested in the presentation are cordially invited to attend. Learn more about diagnostic programming to step level, electronic test development of high-speed digital systems, hybrid application to test systems and systems software to include automated complex development.
Technical briefing at 4:00 p.m., Thursday, January 31, 1979, Room 313, Science North.
Campus interviewing will be held Friday, January 30, 1979, College Placement Office. If unable to attend, please send resume to Gea Mills, Los Angeles, California, Company, Professional Employment Office, P.O. Box 811, Burbank, California 91517.

Equal Opportunity M-F Employer

SPECTATOR

Spirit of enthusiasm conveyed by troupe

by BOB GRANTZAPF

Modern minstrelsy might be a symbol for the Up With People performers. There is a celebration of life in song. For the 17 to 21-year-old performers, the show is much more than a job requiring one night stands all over the world. It is their life for a year, as long as they can take the pace.

They don't do it for money; in fact, they pay $3,000 per year tuition for the privilege of performing. The money they make is just to help pay the group's expenses.
The young minstrels didn't come into the business via a talent agent or an agency. They came from audiences all over America and the world. Today, it's just one group that holds the Up With People show on a long-term basis.

"What we play doesn't compare to what we get out of the group," says Laura Morgan, a cast member.

With the high cost of living, every group has to work hard. But the minstrels insist the group's most educational experience is living with people from all over the world.

Book Review

Old fiction but new thrills

by F.W. Herrman

A good book, like a fine wine or a gourmet dish, leaves a lingering aftertaste that persistently draws one to re-sample it. In this day of the work- out plan and the stock characters, it is indeed a pleasure to be able to pull an old favorite from the shelf and say hello to a familiar but no less exciting adventure. A rare occurrence to find a book that even marries re-reading.

Such a rarity is A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke, renowned author of science fiction and science fact. This is a unique book in that the speculative fiction it presents, though by no means neglected by modern advancements, is still fresh and stimulating story.

A Fall of Moondust is the story of a rescue—a very unusual rescue. Picture, if you will, a group of tourists on a sightseeing excursion aboard a large floating vessel. The trip usually takes about four hours but an ear­

A Fall of Moondust by Arthur C. Clarke, renowned author of science fiction and science fact. This is a unique book in that the speculative fiction it presents, though by no means neglected by modern advancements, is still fresh and stimulating story.

The Marianmonde adventure, Clarke's latest novel, is set on a moon called Luna, which propels itself on a lacquered surface. The trip usually takes four hours but an ear­
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other categories only by the inclusion of the Lennon album "Samanthas," which, along with "Red Dust," scored Rocky and his partners into their proper perspective.

Cheech and Chong have fallen into a second rut, and Comby and Cheets are old standbys (although solid ones). The nomination of Fan is an indication of some discretion, but where are Albert Brooks and Monty Python on the list? In their rhythm and blues nominations, the Academy again chose songs which fared well in the charts to the exclusion of those which did not, but at least their choices lend some rhythmic substance to the proceedings.

Best Rythym and Blues Song

White's "Common Man." By and the

Family Stone's "Family Affair" (which was a 1971 hit, 1972 release), The O'Jays "Love Train," Gladys Knight and the Pips "Midnight Train to Georgia," and Reva Wonder's "Superstition." It's not as if the Academy members have no choice. Among them are some songs and artists to select from in last year's best performances. A little effort would have given them a much wider range of material to work with. The list of what they seemed to prefer:

Song of the Year—Lou Reed's "Walk on the Wild Side," which summarized everything Reed has done for, and symbolizes the direction a lot of music is taking in the '70s. Alternate choices are the New Yorkers' "All the Way, All the Time," and Jim Maize's "All My Loving."
Finance

Cuesta College holds first solo violin concert

The San Luis Obispo Symphony Association will hold its first concert of 1974 this week with a program highlighting the solo performances of violinist Kathleen Zinni, Saturday, March 10.

Mr. Zinni began playing violin when he was two years old. A scholarship sent her to Juilliard School where she studied under Oscar Skoisky. Along with her numerous prizes and awards, she is a featured soloist with the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, and New Louis orchestras.

Season ticket holders for the increasingly popular Symphony should be seated in the Cuesta College Auditorium by 8:15 p.m. sharp. If any general admission tickets are left, they will be available at the door. The price will be $3.50 and student tickets will be $1.00.

Nixon to leave White House schedule

President Nixon will leave the White House schedule next month, playdates work hack on his road for another tour.

He will be looking forPLANمكونات

The Up With People cast, atoms

Bottom row, left to right, are Paul Bologa, Paul Kim, Paul Intall, and Ian Macdonald.

The Up With People cast, atoms

Four women, left to right, are Paul Bologa, Paul Kim, Paul Intall, and Ian Macdonald. They will arrive from August through May. They will then playdates work hack on his road for another tour.

COMMUNICATION OF A SURGE OF JERSEY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE PROFESSIONAL QUALITY OF THE PERFORMERS

“News of how we know how to sing or dance when we first joined,” said one of the group's members. “We have had to work at getting into music with a high school band’s type of professionalism.”

Top record hits...

(continued from page 3)

Brothers: “Long Train Runn-
ing” which was made more popular by producer Ted Demmeau for its schmaltz than by any engineering

Pamela Vassett-Bonnie Reilly, Deirdre Malle, or one of several others, but not Ana Murray (for “Danny’s Song,” which is a poor choice in itself).

Molly Vassett-Ian Matthews for its lack of recognition he's suffered in the past. The album was equal to any

New York Dolls, Elliott Murphy, Arminian, or anyone else new and upcoming who refined some of her life into an otherwise pretty good year.

Album of the year-The

Many people have heard Jackson Browne’s “For

Everyman, Matt the Hoople’s Matt, The J. Geils Band's Bloodshot, Paul Simon’s There Goes Rhymin' Simon (which made the album's list despite "Badenhammell"), The Who's Quadrophenia, Ian Macdonald's Valley III, but apparently if material hasn’t bean covered the album was

On March 8, the Grammy awards will be announced at a lavish dinner broadcast on network television, which will be

Towards the conclusion of many of the music awards will be nominated to the Grammy Awards, they

They will be able to be seen on their favorites and may win the 1974 easy listening sweepstakes.

Awards of the year Getting away with it has always been a laughable matter, and will continue to be as long as the National Academy of Recorded Arts and Sciences maintains commercial visibility as its standard of excellence.

Nixon to leave reports NBC

NEW YORK UP hugely NBC News said Monday night that Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has told two top ministers he expects President Nixon to leave office within the next six months.

Kissinger told the report, seeming an "outrageous lie.

In a report from its Tel Aviv bureau aired on the NBC Nightly News, the network said Kissinger told the minister his position as Secretary of State would not be an administrative post as he had been last November, when he headed up Vice President Gerald Ford.

Cast brings joy...

(continued from page 2)

Another of Up With People's hands can read some credit to the University of Arizona while travelling. Professors in the travel are making

Contacting sources on the Food, With Up With People's performance

In the upper right hand corner, the figure is one of three that are only in our sky. By focusing on the passive side of life, she says, we can better understand each other and learn to be more tolerant. Audience participation is an important part of the performance. says Gary Soule, his another member of the advance party.

Up With People performed by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences maintains commercial visibility as its standard of excellence.
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Contacting sources on the Food, With Up With People's performance

In the upper right hand corner, the figure is one of three that are only in our sky. By focusing on the passive side of life, she says, we can better understand each other and learn to be more tolerant. Audience participation is an important part of the performance. says Gary Soule, his another member of the advance party. A "song line" goes out into the audience and tries to get

Up With People's performance on a level higher than language. When the song performed, the figure included five songs in a sequence allowing a translation of the words and music of the song. The words were projected on the wall. With the language barrier, the story of the music became more accessible.

Communication of a surge of joy is more important than the professional quality of the performers. the troupe's philosophy is that "the division between people is only in our minds." By focusing on the passive side of life, she says, we can better understand each other and learn to be more tolerant. Audience participation is an important part of the performance. says Gary Soule, his another member of the advance party. A "song line" goes out into the audience and tries to get
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Feminist crowned pope' 

New York 1/21— About 600 Bathers in motion pictures denounced their opposition to the Church's stand on abortion Tuesday by crowning a woman "pope" on the steps of St. Patrick's Cathedral.

The New "pope," Pat Fogarty McCollum, delivered her first "encyclical" wearing a white paper crown with the insignia of the Woman's Liberator movement and blessed the demonstrators in the name of the mother, the father, and the holy grandmother.

Ms. McCollum, a diminutive blonde in her mid-40's, affirmed in Supreme Court ruling permitting abortion an "essential" demand during the first six months of pregnancy "to correct almost 5,000 years of religious error and oppression against women's souls in a church ruled by a hierarchy of celibate men."

The mother of a 10-year-old daughter and legally separated from her husband, she said she was a practicing Catholic in the parish of St. Jean Baptiste in New York but "I'll probably be kicked out."

The 30-year-old woman is president and founder of Catholitas for a Free Church, the "underground." Ms. McCollum's member of the group, which claims a national membership of 2,000, placed a wreath of white carnations on the cathedral steps in memory of all women the church has canonized to die because of "illegitimate" births. Catholitas spokesman.

The crowd outside St. Patrick's was generally interested in the demonstrators, but there were a few hecklers. One woman told the new pope she didn't qualify "because you're not from the northern latitudes."

**********

Motion picture viewing now begins its annual pre-Christmas season, as Hollywood prepares for that big event, the Academy Award presentation, a bountiful time for the movie fans.

This week we only get three new films. The rest are repeats from some time past.

**

Of all the films opening locally this week, "The Best of the Blues," in its third go around in your best bet.

The film, mainly based on the tragic story of Jazz singer Louis Armstrong, has been scheduled for a long run at the Elgin. This week we only get three new films. The rest are repeats from some time past.

**

The controversy over the film version of the best-seller, "Jonathan Livingston Seagull," was perhaps Hollywood's biggest embarrassment this year.

The book's author, Richard Bach complained that the film's producers "ruined" the magic of his philosophy by portraying Jonathan as a social rebel, rather than a lone individual in search of perfection." He promptly sued Paramount.

Neil Diamond who wrote the original score for the picture complained that his music had been stripped and didn't like sharing credit on the film's titles with Leo Robin, who provided the background music, in this case the same.

When the dust settled, in 15 pages of dialogue had to be nixed and two of Diamond's songs were nixed.

During the turmoil, the film has been receiving mixed reactions from everyone who's seen the film.

**

No one will argue the fact that Robert Redford and Paul Newman generate their own energy on the big screen. The film "Hometown's Great Virtue" with Newman and Redford's "Jeremiah Johnson," makes an interesting double-feature at the drive-in this week.

**

"Chartist of the Gods" opens a one-week engagement at the Chopin. It is one of those quickie documentaries patterned after the successful book of the same name and the recent TV special dealing with alien travelers to Earth.

Regarding out the week is a sugary sweet Peter Seller in "The Optimists" from last year.

**********

The film did pick up four Oscar nominations including Best Picture, Best Actress-Liv Ullman and Best Director-Jay Trott, but left the ceremonies last year with nothing.

However, it remains one of the greatest of the long tradition of emanating from Norwegian country, beautifully photographed, directed and acted.

**********
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The Mustang basketball team hosted UC Davis and was in great shape regarding injuries. Unless the team suffers injuries during practice or games, the Mustangs are prepared for the Oklahoma State match. The Mustangs' coach, Keith Leonard, has been optimistic about the team's performance. The team is expected to do well in the NCAA sight other times. Mustang Randy Hudson will take over the starting guard in a match that will bring out the best in Houston.

The Mustangs are set to be overmatched. They have been national champions five times and placed second in the NCAA eight other times. Mustangs are playing in a match that will bring out the best in Houston. The Mustangs have a strong team with Oklahoma State. The team will be tested in a road match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory. Hitahasok said his wrestlers displayed poor style and mat work, which he thought we would have. Now we are trying to develop some super-stars and I think we have excellent possibilities of doing that," the coach said.

The Mustang defense is average in the nation. They are looking forward to knocking us off to start the season. Mustang Randy Hudson said his wrestlers displayed poor style and mat work, which he thought we would have. Now we are trying to develop some super-stars and I think we have excellent possibilities of doing that," the coach said.

Coping with the pressure match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory. Hitahasok said his wrestlers displayed poor style and mat work, which he thought we would have. Now we are trying to develop some super-stars and I think we have excellent possibilities of doing that," the coach said.

The Mustangs are set to be overmatched. They have been national champions five times and placed second in the NCAA eight other times. Mustangs are playing in a match that will bring out the best in Houston. The Mustangs have a strong team with Oklahoma State. The team will be tested in a road match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory. Hitahasok said his wrestlers displayed poor style and mat work, which he thought we would have. Now we are trying to develop some super-stars and I think we have excellent possibilities of doing that," the coach said.

The Mustangs were 11-19 winners over Iowa State on Jan. 7.

Over 94 years Oklahoma State has compiled an amazing record of 9-0 and the team has had only one defeat for the season; a loss to number-one ranked Indiana State.

Coach Keith Leonard is optimistic about Thursday's match with Oklahoma State, but he is guarded way.

“We've just completed six matches in eight days, it was a rugged test for us, both mentally and physically. The break in competition before the Oklahoma State match should make us better prepared. Unless we suffer injuries in practice or matches, we should be at full strength for this road trip," said Hitahasok, a few days ago.

When I talked to Hitahasok yesterday I asked him how the team was in great shape regarding injuries. The problem is optimism. Keith Leonard has the fine and solid practice on Monday. As I talked to Hitahasok, freshness sensation Louis Lazzaretti came into the coach's office and looked like he had just finished running 10 miles. The freshness was sent directly to the Health Center for fear not to have the fit. Hitahasok will be in a good shape to have a replacement for his LosaN or Lommari.

The short road trip will be a good test for the Mustangs who will visit the University of Oklahoma on Friday night. Hitahasok relies on Oklahoma State to improve the team's performance in the NCAA match and is 1-4-4 for the season.

Hitahasok is satisfied with the progress his team has made recently. "Our young team has matured greatly since the first of the year. We anticipate gaining additional valuable experience on this trip with our ultimate goal being top performances in the NCAA meets," said Hitahasok.

“This Cal Poly team has amazed me. I thought we would probably take a lot longer to develop their pace, tactics, and conditions. I thought we'd take our time. We've come up with the good balance I thought we would have. Now we are trying to develop some super-stars and I think we have excellent possibilities of doing that," the coach said.

With impressive wins over Iowa State and Oklahoma State, it's pretty safe to say that the Mustangs have arrived at the stage of winning championships that has been the only goal for this season.

But the match with Oklahoma State may turn out to be the most important one for the Mustangs. The Mustangs may have key men injured and are facing a team that is traditionally an opponent to the Mustangs in the nation.

I'm sure the Mustangs will take this into account and that it will affect their performance in the NCAA match. But one shouldn't rule out the possibility of a Mustang victory. Hitahasok has been preparing for an even match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory.

Hitahasok has been preparing for an even match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory.

But one shouldn't rule out the possibility of a Mustang victory. Hitahasok has been preparing for an even match and that either team could get the break which could lead to a victory.
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